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William r. kaizen The early ninetiessaw a critical
mass develop around conceptual object making.You
wentto Yale and were aware of artists such as Mike
Kelley, Alan McCollum and Ronald Jones. They
were making art objects based on behindthe-scenes research, their methods coming out of
Duchamp but eradicating the Surrealist chance
operationand replacing it withthis archival,obsessive work- the uCalArtif¡cation" of the object.
brian tolle It's certainly part of my training. But
it wasn't enough; I like making things too much.
Craft, for a while, became quite an important
aspect of mypractice.
wk Crañ meaningfinish,giventhat craftfor Mike
Kelley is about the crappy aspects of the homemade. Were you interestedin the opposite of that,
on some level?
bt Yes, it was about making somethingout of virtually nothing.
wk Tell me about your piece based on Thomas
Jefferson's
folding,portablewritingdesk.
bt Jeffersondesigned that desk, and drafted the
Declaration of Independence on it. It's a historical
relic, an existing object, so there's an element of
simulation involved with that first sculpture of
mine. What attracted me wasn't its objectness as
much as Jefferson'sparticular relationshipto it. It
was a tool to create other works,but furthermore,
at a certain point in his life,he recognized that this
object would live beyond him and would have
value, and he inscriptedthe desk. That sentiment
inspiredme. It was the perfect metaphor forwhat
it is to make art. The inscriptionends with,"It's
the identical one on which he [Jefferson] wrote
the Declaration of Independence. And if politics as
well as religion has its superstitions"- a strange
thingforJeffersonto say- uthose gaining strength
of time, may one day give imaginaryvalue to this
relic for its association with the Declaration of
Independence." Imaginary value, that was what
hooked me.
wk You see this uncannyreturnof historythrough
the memorial runningthroughall of yourwork.
bt In myfirstinstallation,OvermountedInterior,I
builtthiscomplete experience. I was doing myusual
research and got very interested in the idea of
revival style. Why it happens and when, and how
changingattitudesare reflected in the mutationof
certain formsand styles.It's about manipulatingthe
past to satisfythe present.So I thought,Whynotget
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to it throughmore recent ^interpretations? That's
when it became Colonial Revival,revised- Colonial
Revival once removed.Of course, each time it gets
removed,it gets more distorted.I took littlebitsand
pieces that are commonly associated with the
Colonial era. Ceilingsare low ...
wk Exposed beams, brickfireplaces . . .
bt There is always a hearth. So the gallery had
eleven-footceilingsand I wantedthe beams to come
down to seven feet, to convey the right feeling.
Rather than lower the ceilings, I made the beams
fourfeetthick- that'show I solvedthe problem.
wk The effect of those beams was a surreal displacementof somethinglike Colonial Williamsburg,
or the faux marblingpaintedon expensiveinteriors.
bt I never liked the word faux. Like trompeì'oeìì, it connotes surface and illusion at the
expense of objectness. AlthoughI use artifice,it's
not the central theme of my work. It's subtext.
There's play with material, certainly,but I hope
the work is given a kind of authoritybecause of
the attentionto detail.
wk You were invited to do a piece in Ghent,
Belgium, titled Eureka] it was like the Bauhaus
thing,artists collaborating with designers.This is
the press release: uThe project focuses on the
relationship among sculptors, designers, fabrication hardware manufacturers, and software
companies in creating artwork that expresses the
interfacebetween the virtual and the real/' What
about that interface?(laughter)
bt I like working with people and exchanging
ideas. I like collaborating.The idea was to tryto do
somethingthat hadn't been done before.So there I
am, in Belgium- I had been speaking with people
about various software packages that simulate
actual conditions like wind tunnels, to test airplanes or cars. They create a virtual window and
then test the resistance and strengthof the material. I was interestedin softwarethat simulates real
wave algorithms to test the hulls of ships. So I
founda building,a 17th-centurycanal house, and
we digitallymapped its façade. Then we created a
virtual water plane and tour boats modeled after
those that cruise the canal. We piloted the boats
through the water to create wake patterns. We
then reflectedthe building'sdata onto this modeled
surface. The computer model was then output in
full-scale 3D using a CNC milling machine- that
model was sculpted using Styrofoam,coated with
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urethane and painted by hand. It was
shipped to Ghent in ten sections and
installed onto the original building. The
result is a collision between water and
architecture, creating something between
the two. The ripples that disturbthe façade
in Eureka are actual waves cuttingthrough
the building.I wanted to express something
that technology enabled me to bring into
real time, real space and integrate it into a
landscape ratherthan onto a pictureplane.
wk You've taken the actual architectural
façade of the building and marked it with
this indexical trace of the boats passing by.
It's a virtual brush stroketransgressingthe
validity,or at least the solidity,of the building's architecture. You've remapped the

grants. They were led by Job Harriman, a
labor lawyerwho had run forvice president

Job and Alice are no longer where they
were. They've moved.

with Eugene V. Debs. He had also been a
very strongcontender forthe mayoral race
in Los Angeles. Alice Austin,a suffragistand
self-trained architect, was invited by
Harriman to plan the future city of Llano
del Rio, but it was never built. They never
got beyondtheir original settlement.It was
a verystrongmomentforsocialism. It's not
the politics explicitlythat interest me, but
the fact that history marches along and
occasionally marks something like the
Alamo as significant.There's so much that

wk How quicklydo theymove?
bt They move quite slowly.Job and Alice
wanderthe space, they'reconstantlyin a state
of motion.They would do the most bizarre
things:Job would go up in a cornerand sulk,
or they'dmarch one behindthe other- very
strange,randomactivities.If theyhita wall or
a person,they'dstop,reorientthemselves,and
thengo anotherway.Theyhave hiddencastors
and robotsdrivingthem.

thesethings
was leftbehindbecause it wasn't the history wk You've anthropomorphized
real
if
were
as
that we wanted to remember.
they
you'retalkingabout them

space of the city using a structurethat's an
integralpart of the urban fabric.

people.
bt I never thought that I would. I don't
Two.So, all that's lefttodayis thesechimneys? work figuratively.I've tried to create situabt Yes. I carved each stone out of tions where the viewer as figure becomes

bt It gets back to the earlier discussion
about the conceptual framework of

Styrofoam and used them to replicate the
chimneys. It's a reenactment of a futile

research-based artwork. I could spend
hours explaining the technological signifi-

process, an ancient process of stacking
stones. Job and Alice are essentially monuments. They are the embodiment of all

cance of this gesture, but at the end of the

wk It remindsme of B. F. Skinner's Waiden

day,it's a highlyexperiential work.

that's left of this history. A history no
longer collectively acknowledged. So I

wk So let's jump to your next project.
Who are Alice and Job?

turned it into a story. I decided that Job
and Alice were sittingout in the desert one

bt This is where things sort of go awry. I
was asked by Shoshana Wayne Gallery in

day after everyone else had left,and Job
said to Alice, "They're not going to come

Los Angeles to do an exhibition in the old
railroad terminal, which is an enormous
space. I started investigating Los Angeles

back." And Alice said, "You're right."

history and picked up Mike Davis's City
of Quartz, He makes a reference to Llano
del Rio, which was the largest socialist
experiment in the United States; 1200
people moved out to the desert between
1914 and 1917. I accumulated a lot of
material, which started to
a
number of things about the
suggest
community. [Yale University included
research

some of Tolle's material in a 2000 exhibi-

wk So you made up a fictional narrative.
You got so involvedin the research . . .
bt Job and Alice don't know any other
place, they only know the desert, but
they've heard about Los Angeles because
their people came fromthere. They understand themselves against this other. The
other is successful; Los Angeles, the capitalist model, survived. So they muster up
all their energy, pack their bags and drag
themselves to Los Angeles.

sand acres were cultivated out of the

My Job and Alice are each 16 feet tall,
12 feet at their bases- they're enormous.
So you enter the gallery and see Job and

desert; it's a biblical story. All that
remains are a few stone ruins.

Alice standingthere, and then you go on to
see the rest of the exhibition.There are two

tion at the Beinecke Library entitled No
Place on Earth.] Anyway,a couple thou-

more rooms, one with window pieces with

part of the subject matter.I'm not interested
in situations where there's an empathetic
other.When you're dealing with history,it's
too easy to say,"This is about them,then."
It's about the experience that you're having
rightnow.It's about you.
wk This brings us to the Irish Hunger
Memorial. When someone invites you to
situamake a monument,it's a verydifferent
tion. It is about us/now but it's always also
about them,then.One question is,What's the
difference between a monument and a
memorial? All monumentsare memorialsin
some way. Look at the historyof sculpture,
its incipientmomentin the Westerntradition
in Greece is about a memorializationof the
gods, about giving literal embodiment to
those mythicalfiguresas a visual, iconic representationof culturalideals.
bt The early monuments provided places
for the gods to reside. There is a relationship,fromthe beginning,witharchitecture:
they were making houses for the gods.
Battery Park City Authorityreviewed the
work of one-hundred-some artists and
selected five of us to submit proposals for
the memorial. I, in turn, selected Jürgen
Riehm and David Piscuskas of the firm
1100 Architect to develop a design

wk Twelve hundred people, that's not as
big as some of the Shaker communities.

typical views of the future city that never
came to be. The other with a 12-foot diam-

concept. When it became clear that the
landscape was a central element in the

bt No, this was the largest socialist experiment in the United States, not religious.

eter well filled with rusted beer cans

design concept, we brought Gail Wittwer
on board as the landscape architect. I've
been using architecture in my work for a

Many of these people were European immi60
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Brian Tolle, Declaration of Independence Desk: Thomas Jefferson,1994, Mixed media. 9.75
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long time. I thought,Why not enter into a
dialogue with people who make buildings?

million people perished in the Hunger,
starvedto death,and millionsmore emigrated. Its subject is land- not only land

wk The point of the commission's planners
is to memorializethe famine.

because land is life sustaining,but the politics of land. The cultivated land on this site

bt The Irish Hunger. Hunger is the Irish
term for it, the Great Hunger.The mission
was to create a memorial to the Irish

will be a quarter-acre. This is significant
because the English instituteda poor tax in

Famine, and use it as a catalyst to address
issues of world hunger.Per capita, the Irish
people donate more moneyto world hunger
than any other nation because of this collective experience. Ireland is one of the most
prosperous economies in Europe. And
there's a huge Irish-American community

Ireland, which made landlords responsible
for the tax of tenants occupying land less
than a quarter-acre.This led to the evictions
of the poorest tenant farmers.There is also
the issue of indoorversusoutdoor relief.The
Britishgovernmentbuiltworkhouses,rather
than deliveringaid directlyto the poor. It's

literallytore the roofs offtheir own houses
to demonstrate that they had nothing.And
they had to give up the other thingthat had
sustained their life- their land. The population of Ireland in the mid 19th century
exploded - it grew to eight million. There
are only about five million people in
Ireland now; the country's never recovered. The people were being forced to
cultivate more and more difficultlandcompletely unarable, rocky hillsides; they
were literally pushed to the edge. People
broughtseaweed from kelp beds and piled
it onto the rocks to make compost. These
were agrarian people who had to build a

here in the U.S. that's prospered over the

the same issue as today: they believed that
relief was demoralizing and that it was

years.There are a numberof these memorials to the famine and they are almost

addictive,that people would become accustomed to being given relief.

always bronze,and theyalmost always representan emaciated woman and child.

wk Welfare versus workfare.

wk But this was the heyday of industrialization in the United Kingdom;theywere in

bt Exactly. So people had to make a decision. In order to qualify for indoor relief,

the one spot in the worldthat is highlyindustrialized. As opposed to say, France, which

bt That's right,and it shouldn'tbe. Famine

official relief, they had to be destitute,
which meant that they had to surrender

is an unbelievably horrible reality. One

everything,including their farms. People

outside of Paris was mostlyagrarian.
bt A lot of the hostilitythat is still very
much alive in the Irish-American commu-

wk That's horrible,an image of what can
neverbe properlyrepresented.

life from nothing. They had to make the
veryearth they needed to cultivate.
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nity is based on the fact that there was
food. They were exporting tons of butter,
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beef, oats- to England and abroad. Food
was leaving the country.
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wk You told me that you were grilledbythe
selectioncommitteeabout this simulationof
the Irishcountrysidethat you'replanningfor

rvj

the memorial- they asked you if you were
beingironic.How do you handlethat?

o
o
o
o

bt It's trickybecause oftentimes I make
objects that look like otherthingsor I make

o/

things from materials that simulate other

Q.

things,but mycommitmentto expression is
paramount. I believe in the subject matter

O
Q.

I
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first.I believe in the meaning that is conveyed and only use simulated formsif need
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be. Again, I didn't conceive of any of my
previous pieces to convey some ironic

3"

or fauxness.
message about artificiality
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wk Let's not use the word faux.If you look
at yourworkacross the board,there'sa play
with the expectations of the object as a

iû_
û)
to

piece of material and as a historical thing
and then there's the underminingof those

the Hunger Memorial is a landscape supported by language. The public relations

expectations.It's not just about usingplastic
that looks likewood, it's also about this rela-

people called it transplanted or rerouted
landscape, but that's also not true because
it's suspended between here and there. Not

tionshipbetweenapparent materialand then
apparent presence,and thenthe undermining just between Ireland and the U.S., but also
of that presence,which is reallyat the heart between past and present. So you bring
of the simulacrum.What's differentin your
plan forthe Hunger Memorial is the literalness of the materials. You are going to
Ireland and gettingan actual house fromthe

different
levels:one is the actual hill,and the
other is what's underneathit,the base that
supportsthis landscape. The underneathhas
this architecturalpostmodernfeelingto itit will containtext- while the top triesto be
as real and naturalistic as possible. So
there's another layer of play,of constructed
versusreal material.
bt Well, what is a true material when
you're talkingabout landscaping?There are
differentlevels of engagement. This is the
first time that Tve actually shared the

buildings, new roads. And the other group
leftat a momentthat's frozen in their mind
because that's the event: their departure.
It's a collective memory. It's an idea of

somethingover like a fragmentarylandscape
from Ireland - it wouldn't have made any

place that's suspended between these two
worlds: it exists as an imaginarythinghere
and it exists as a reality there. To bring

sense forus as a design team to integrateit
as a park. It's absolutelyan object.

these two thingstogether is the challenge.
Irony is not the solution. I committed to

Irish countryside,you're using Irish florayou will actually reconstructa piece of the
Irishcountrysidein New York.There are two

scape on a daily basis, actually using and
changing the landscape, building new

wk In that sense, it is a simulacrumof the
Thereis an engagementwith
Irishcountryside.
what it means to tryto relocatea cultureand
memorializeit.This is the functionof a memorial, but this is a memorial that's about the
displacement of a population and about the
in timeof that originalmoment
inaccessibility
and place. In the attemptto recuperatethat,
you'remakingthe past present.
bt People tend to romanticize the past.
That's the difference between language
like "rugged landscape" and how it translates in the press: "Rolling green hills."The
Irish communityin this country is a group
distinct from the people who remained;

designing a memorial. Before I said yes,
many things went throughmy mind. I was
being asked to represent a very complex
historyby a livingpublic who came together and asked for an artist to express
somethingthat they feel . . .
wk I like this question you've raised, of
your responsibilityto differentconstituencies: the public in Ireland who stayed, the
group who immigratedwhose families have
been here for four generations,and the city
itself,this collective governmentorganization that's representing this event to the
rest of the city's population and the world.

is the verbiage,the research.The structureis

they share a common heritage but they've
evolved into two different peoples. One

The other responsibility is to your own
sense of politics and artistic legacy. Is it
going to be difficultto come up with a non-

made up of language. So what happens in

group continues to experience the land-

compromisedfinal site?

textual process; that pedestal, that cliffface,
that block at the bottom,is the language. It
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bt If the site were ever "compromised" it
would occur over the long run.And that's not
a question for me to worry about- it's
outside of mycontrol,whichis fine.I've con-

wk Do you consider this a piece of art in
the same way you do yourotherwork?
bt I think it is. I don't know how to do

anythingelse, really. Let's not lose sight of
sciouslyputthe onus on all those constituents the fact that I worked with a team to
of the project.
to maintainthe integrity
develop the design. I understood the value
of that kind of an exchange, of allowing for
people of differentdisciplines to come to

wk To upkeep the landscape?
bt I don't know if people are anticipating
how muchthis thingis going to change over

the table. But the parameters are established by the artist. It's an artist-directed

the course of the year.All these plants that
we're talking about importingfromIreland

project, but one that really benefited from
the collaborative process. For example,

are indigenous species, there's nothing
hybrid.Beautiful things will happen in the

one day we were talking about whether
there's a hill, or maybe there's not, maybe
there's a cairn, maybe there's not,and sud-

landscape in the spring and summer when
wildflowerscome up. There are also weeds
and thistlesincludedin there as well. People
will find logical ways to move throughthe
potato furrows;they'regoingto make paths.
We're going to have to adjust to the conditions as the environment,as the culture,as
the populationcomes into it.
wk You're recreating this livingthing and
somebody will have to tend it. Are you
goingto leave the tendingto the city?
bt Yes. Really I'm just setting up a frame-

denly it's cantilevered and offthe ground.
For better or forworse, the experience and
the beautyof that
the executionand, frankly,
experience is as importantas the concept. I
try to marry those things in a way that
doesn't compromise one or the other. To
make somethingdecorative is not the aim,
but to make somethingthat's so highlyconceptualized that it's reduced to nothing is
equally uninterestingto me. As far as conceptual problems,what do you see?
wk Well, how is the text going to function?
And how does it relate to geological

the northside of the site that will be set up
as an archive and research center. It will

strata? You have text going around the
floating base that upholds the landscape

contributeinformationto the audio component in the passageway, which hopefully

and this base also representsgeology.
bt Well, it's only very loosely based on the

will change and respond to new information about world hunger. Whereas the

strata or the accumulation of geological
That was the excuse so that it wouldhistory.

tradition of the monument is something
that is unchanging,unyielding,that contin-

n't become a place for blocks of didactic
text.Wheneverwe thinkof Irelandwe thinkof
lyricism,Joyce's lyricism,and that kind of

tually people just forget about it because
attitudeschange, the event was so long ago
that it's just a block of stone in the park.
The Hunger Memorial is something that
can go in either direction, it can be
neglected, in which case it gets more wild.
Or, I'm dead and the architects are dead
and somebody says, uIt would look nice if
we had tulips planted there." It will reflect
changing attitudes and cultural shifts.This
is one of the oddest thingsabout a memori-

there is no large space in which to inscribe
a complete, narrative text, the result will
be fragments of many histories, bumping
up against one another.There is an executive committee and an Irish historian who
will providethe text. I'm very interestedin
seeing what theychoose.
wk Could you have eliminated the text
altogether?
bt There was a requirementthat there be
a text. There needed to be a place for an
inscription.One of my earliest criteria was
to use landscape as contemplative space.
So I created a place that's purelyexperiential; there's no text on the landscape
surface of this memorial. It's all about
place, it's a juxtaposition of places because
you're also surroundedby all this glass and
granite of Battery Park City.The base is
lit,and at nightthis thingthat seems rather
imposing and solid by day actually fractures and radiates light by night. So the
solidityof the foundationthat supportsthis
element is fractured,fissured.

work. The memorial is eventually going to
be connected electronically to a libraryon

ues to persevere as the world changes
around it. You know what happens- even-

come together.My role is to organize what
is said, to present it- not to say it. Because

wk You're making the text itself and its
varietyof voices the foundationof this landscape, as if memory were based on these
and contesting
variousvoiceswho are fighting
over history,maintainingit in our mindsand
how we thinkabout lifetoday.This
informing
is a functionof memorialsingeneral.
bt This memorialhas anotherpurpose,as a
touchstonefora much larger issue, which is
world hunger.Whether it's a desert or an

It didn'tseem appropriateforthe text Irish landscape, land as subject is the point
rhythm.
to be expressedina blockformthatwas defin- that we enter intothe discussion.We've comitive and authoritative.And so by creating mittedto the idea of allowing forthis to be
these strata,we provided8,000 linearfeet of updateable; there's a sound system in the
passage cut throughthe base of the memorial
space fortext.The text is inscribedin glass,
which leads to the landscape. It will not only
voices to be heard- we're
amountof space allows formultipleinterpre- allow fordifferent
a
about
also
events
of
the
talking
people who losttheirlantations,experiences,descriptions
as they unfolded,presented one next to the guage; the Britisheradicated Gaelic- so it's
sandwichedbetween the layersof stone.That

other,one on top of the other,one alongside
the otherina way thatattemptsto expressthe
ofthe events.
extraordinary
complexity

al project, it's like going to a collector's
house and seeing your art hangingover the

wk But you're not selecting the text?

toilet; it's not going to stay exactly how I
imagine it.

bt The base is the space where many of
these different constituent groups can

to hear that language spoken,
an opportunity
music and storytelling.It's
as
Irish
well
as
also updateable in the sense thatwe can talk
about hungeras itappears in different
places
inthe world.I would loveforthisto become a

popular place, a place that providesinformationand a space forcontemplation.O
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